Museum on Main Street created this Exhibition Support Notebook and related on-line resources to assist state coordinators, state scholars and local hosts in developing and hosting a MoMS exhibition tour. Supplemental information, best practice models and reporting forms for all sections are available online at www.museumonmainstreet.org.

Section I of this notebook is targeted for the project coordinator at the state humanities council and state scholar and contains the general administrative information needed for managing and coordinating a statewide tour.

Section II of this notebook is targeted for host sites and contains information that they will need to administer and host the exhibition.

Section III of this notebook focuses on information specific to the exhibition. It contains information regarding exhibition content, structure, and installation as well as suggestions and resources for developing and implementing the complementary local exhibition and related humanities programming.

IMPORTANT: State coordinators and state scholars will receive the complete Exhibition Support Notebook (Sections I, II and III) at the beginning of the planning process. MoMS will send copies of the Exhibition Support Notebook for local hosts (containing only Sections II and III) to the state coordinator for distribution at the state program planning meeting.

Additional support is available from the MoMS listserv, MOMS@SI-LISTSERV.SI.EDU. Available only to state coordinators and scholars, the listserv is a good source for state coordinators to get advice from fellow MoMS participants across the country.

Finally, the Museum on Main Street website, www.museumonmainstreet.org, offers detailed information for venues, the public, and educators, including tour schedules and educational resources for each exhibition.